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IN RIGHT EARNEST
The financial year-end challenges behind us, we are back in
business, trying to enhance the club experience to the best
possible level for our members. The election code of conduct
has compelled us to close the Club early, as dictated by
Government regulations. I wish to thank all our members for
their cooperation on this front, things should ease once the
election results are declared. For the first time in Mangalore
club we had a standup comedian Mohammed Hussein to
entertain us during the Bar Nite. The feedback to our attempt
of trying to shift this event to a Sunday afternoon indicated
a mixed response. It is sometimes difficult to figure out what
works and what doesn’t at the Club!

Feedback on members dining experiences has been positive and
has given us a lot of satisfaction. Our chefs and their assistants
seem to have hit the spot as far as the members taste buds go!
The steadily rising member club usage graph clearly indicates that
we are on the right track. The Card Room is now fully operational
and has been inaugurated; you can now play your favorite game
in the cool confines of a refurbished space.
For the past several months we have been trying to locate a
reliable and cost effective vendor for door delivery of your favorite
MC dishes. The services of ‘Road Runners’ will soon be available
to Members for a very reasonable delivery fee. The parcel menu
is being worked out by our Manager Prasad Monappa and the
F&B team. The delivery time within city limits is estimated to
be 45 minutes. That will certainly be a boon when you must
entertain at short notice.
Enjoy your summer vacations, dear members!
Isaac Vas
Honorary Secretary

The inauguration of the renovated card room by Mr.Ramesh Nayak

THE EDITORS DESK
The elections are upon us. A privilege bestowed on
the citizens of the world’s largest democracy. The election
commission which conducts this massive exercise must be
appreciated, especially Mr. T. N. Seshan, the 10th CEC, the man
who cleaned up elections in India. Let the best candidate win
and work for a better Mangalore.
With the vacations in full swing we have families
travelling across the country and abroad with kids in tow.
A recent phenomenon, owing to the burgeoning Indian
economy. Contrast this with our childhoods spent visiting
grandparents, playing with friends and burrowing through

books from libraries like ‘Readers Delight’ and ‘Standard library’.
Things have changed for sure!
The evenings are ‘IPL nite’s nowadays. The 20-20 players
in colored pajamas are omnipresent. The club is a good place to
watch the matches, on the big screen at the Riviera lounge. Plan
an evening.
This issue we have a candid chat with a reputed doctor,
‘two to tango’ in the food section and a rejuvenation of the game
of Billiards at the club is mooted by CA Aranha. Enjoy yourselves!
Dr. Siddarth Shetty
Editor, MC Live

MEET - DR. C.R. KAMATH
What does it mean to live a good life?
Each one has his own parameter. Over the years these values
have constantly changed, but you need to enjoy the little things
in life.
What makes you roll your eyes every time you hear it?
The F…. word & the S…. word, particularly uttered by young boys
and more prominently by girls have never failed to roll my eyeseven when the mini-skirts have failed. Ha ha.
If you could teach everyone in the world one concept, what
concept would have the biggest positive impact on humanity?
Never be judgmental- each one has a right to his views. Don’t
compromise on achieving anything in life.
When did something start out badly for you but in the end, it
was great?
Initial years in practice were long and hard, but they have had
their rewards
What’s something that will always be in fashion?
Your ability to express and not to impress.
What’s the best / worst practical joke that you’ve played on
someone or that was played on you?
On way to Madras (Chennai) in 1952 by train my “good friends”
stuffed my food parcel with banana skins

Dr. C.R. Kamath is a doyen among Ophthalmologists in
Mangalore. Blessed with a sharp mind and brilliant oratory, he
is a legend in Mangalorean society. The good doctor who has a
steadfast opinion on most things has a chat with MC Live. The
interview is replete with his characteristic blend of humour
and chutzpah.
What was your feeling when you first joined the Mangalore Club
many years back and what are your feelings now when you
enter the club portals?
When I joined the club in 1976, it was a “Bhooth Bangala”, leaky
roof, cobwebs all over, antique books in the Library (wooden
shelf) so on and so forth. There was just one person – I forget his
name now- who was a manager, receptionist, cook and general
handyman etc. All rolled into one. But the aura was there!
There is a welcome change in the club now. The ambience is good,
food is excellent, service is courteous and one looks forward to
coming here.

What food is delicious but a pain to eat?
To me it is roast Chicken and thick chocolate mousse. it is
disastrous – for it gives me fulminating hyper acidity and
together it is killing with uncontrollable relentless regurgitation.
What “young” person things you do?
I am in active ophthalmic practice; hence I get very little time to
play around. I do check mail on the computer, stream movies,
etc.
What is the priceless thing you have broken?
My “word”, given in haste, about fifty odd years ago.
What’s the most interesting building you’ve ever seen or been
in?
My Home.
What’s something people don’t worry about but really
should?
Their own health.

What movie quotes do you use on a regular basis?
I am not a great movie buff but my all-time impressive quote is
“God save me from the average of one”

When was the last time you face palmed?
When my good friend plonked on his bottom, very recently.

Do you think that children born today will have better or
worse lives than their parents?
They live in a technologically advanced world with all the
trappings, but human relationship has been eclipsed. The largest
moral question is, what kind of people will we be in the face
of such technological change? How do we treat other people?
Would you call it a date if you don’t use your real name? It is an
enhancement but a faceless relationship.

If you were given five million dollars to open a small museum,
what kind of museum would you create?
Let five million dollars flow into my bank- then we will talk.

What songs hit you with a wave of nostalgia every time you
hear them?
‘Chandansa badan chanchal chithavan’ from the movie
‘ Saraswathichandra’ & Bhimsen Joshi singing ‘Raag Brindavani
Sarang’.

What is unique about Mangalore Club?
It is a home away from home.
Which is the one area of the club that you like to visit the most?
The Riviera Lounge.
Your favourite dish in the club?
This may surprise many but amongst several goodies I rate
French fries the highest.

Interviewed by Ganesh Kamath

EAT - CHEESE GARLIC NAAN & CHICKEN SUKKA

If you want to experience something you’ve never had before, then you’ve got to do something you’ve never done before.
Trying something new is amazing, because you never know what you might come up against and in this endeavour you might chance
upon something truly delightful. This time around we have an unconventional combo for you to try out – the Cheese Garlic Naan
mixed with a savoury dish from Namma Kudla: the chicken Sukka. The Cheese Garlic Naan has been around for a while and it has
made its way up the proverbial food chain owing to its delectably cheesy gooey yet piquant yum factor. By itself, it holds well. You can
relish it as a starter or even combine it with many a dish. But the combo we for you today is a revolution in itself! A food revolution
if you will!! North Indian bread, with an Italian twist to be wrapped around a tenderised morsel of julienned chicken spiced in thick
coconut masala is truly a melding of tastes from around the world. One bite of this worldly combo and you experience an out of this
world zing in your palate!! As the proverb goes, now is the time to try something new. Try this combo the next time you dine at MC,
and experience a sensation like never before!!
The Epicurean Foodie

REVISED TIMINGS
The Bar timings are revised till further notice:
Last order - 11.30PM
Bar shall close service at 11.45PM
Lights will be switched off at 12.00 mid night
Guest entry restricted after 10.30PM
All other timings remain unchanged.
Members are requested to note this and co-operate.

EVENT CALENDER
13.05.2018, Sunday - Bumper Housie - sponsored
by Mr. Ajay Kamath (Karkala)
27.05.2018, Sunday - Rummy Knockout

IDENTITY - BILLIARDS AT THE CLUB
The centrepiece of every club worth its name in India is, traditionally, a Billiards Table. (Well, one could play snooker, billiards or pool
on this table but in a club it’s always called a Billiards table!) Mangalore club is no different- gleaming mahogany and shiny baize
make up this table which rests majestically on the first floor. Every club has a ‘marker’- one of the staff who is competent enough to
give a member a game because it needs two to play. On enquiry, I was informed that the table wasn’t much in demand now. It had
its heyday when members used to play regularly.

That had me thinking- Could we re-vitalise the game?
Perhaps some of the seniors could teach a trick or two to the young enthusiasts in the upcoming summer vacation? Or we
could get in touch with the Billiards and Snooker Federation of India to send us a coach. After all, they do conduct training camps for
identifying talent and have coaches on their payroll.
India has produced some fine players of the game. Billiards champions like Wilson Jones, Michael Ferreira, and Geet Sethi
and recently Pankaj Advani have made us proud on the international stage.
Wilson Jones, an anglo-Indian from Pune, won the amateur world championship twice, in 1958 and 1964. In 1977, Micheal
Ferreira won his first World Amateur Billiards Champion title and followed it up with the World Open Billiards Championship title in
the same year. He has two other WABC titles. In 1978 he became the first amateur to make a break of 1,000 points, in the billiards
national championships and thus created a world record! Geet Sethi dominated the sport throughout the 1990s. He is a six-time
winner of the professional-level and a three-time winner of the amateur World Championships, and holder of two world records, in
English billiards. Pankaj Advani Is a 19-time World Champion English billiards and snooker player from India. That is just monumental!
The earliest documented record of a billiard table was made in 1470. In an inventory of the possessions of King Louis XI of
France, his table was said to have contained the following: a bed of stone, a cloth covering, and a hole in the middle of the playing
field, into which balls could be driven.
Billiards and snooker are gentleman’s games. Players don formal trousers and a vest- championships are usually held in
luxurious hotels and there a silence during play, the only sound the distinctive click of the cue striking the ball and it sliding smoothly
across the baize before dropping into a pocket. Perhaps the genteel pace of the game is too slow for this fast track generation? One
wonders. Still, one hopes that some of our youngsters discover the joy of this game of pristine skill and that the billiards table, now
somewhat forlorn, will attain its preeminent status again
Prof. CA Lionel Aranha
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